A An industrially applicable cobalt-based catalyst was optimized for the production of multiwalled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) from ethene in a hot-wall reactor. A series of highly active Co-Mn-Al-Mg spinel-type oxides with systematically varied Co : Mn ratios was synthesized by precipitation and calcined at different temperatures. The addition of Mn drastically enhanced the catalytic activity of the Co nanoparticles resulting in an extraordinarily high CNT yield of up to 249 gCNT/gCat. All quaternary catalysts possessed an excellent selectivity towards the growth of CNTs. The detailed characterization of the obtained CNTs by electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and thermogravimetry demonstrated that a higher Mn content results in a narrower CNT diameter distribution, while the morphology of the CNTs and their oxidation resistance remains rather similar. The temperature-programmed reduction of the calcined precursors as well as in-situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy investigations during the growth revealed that the remarkable promoting effect of the Mn is due to the presence of monovalent Mn(II) oxide in the working catalyst, which enhances the catalytic activity of the metallic Co nanoparticles by strong metal-oxide interactions. The observed correlations between the added Mn promotor and the catalytic performance are of high relevance for the production of CNTs on an industrial scale.
Introduction
Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are of great interest because of their corrosion resistance, high electric and heat conductivity, and high mechanical strength [1] [2] [3] . Since the last two decades numerous potential applications have been investigated, for instance in heterogeneous catalysis [4] , as a direct replacement for carbon black in composites [5] , and in electrochemistry [6] . The large-scale application of CNT-based materials requires their low-cost production on an industrial scale. Catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CCVD) of hydrocarbons over Fe-, Co-or Nibased catalysts is the most promising and thus most widely used synthesis route for large-scale CNT production [7] [8] [9] . The synthesis of highly active catalysts and the growth mechanisms of CNTs have been investigated and discussed in recent studies [10, 11] .
Various oxides can be used as support or as structural promoter to enhance the dispersion of the active phase such as Co nanoparticles and to improve the yield of CNTs [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The catalytic system for CNT synthesis can be considered as sacrificial catalyst, where both the active phase and the oxidic components remain in the product as impurities. Purification can be performed by leaching with suitable solutions such as HCl and/or NaOH. However, the purification is a multi-step, energy-consuming and thus costly process. Moreover, the degree of CNT agglomeration can be changed significantly during washing and filtration [17] . The only way to avoid the purification step during the large-scale production is to improve the activity of the catalyst and, consequently, the CNT yield, because then the inorganic residues in the CNT products become negligible. A high purity and quality allows the direct employment of the CNTs in further processing [18] .
Furthermore, the synthesis of the catalysts has to be based on readily available chemicals and unit operations to render the large-scale production of CNTs economically feasible. Thus, the catalyst synthesis by precipitation is advantageous, because the important parameters such as concentration, stirring speed, pH value, and aging time can be easily controlled in a one-pot synthesis. For example, Rao et al. [19] synthesized CNTs from methane over reduced Mg 1-x Co x Al 2 O 4 (x = 0.1 -0.4) spinel catalysts with high yields and superior qualities. Co-and Mn-based mixed oxides were used in various catalytic reactions, such as the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis [20] [21] [22] , the decomposition of nitrous oxide [23, 24] , and the oxidation of volatile organic compounds [25] . As an effective promoter, Mn can significantly enhance the performance of Co catalysts.
In this study, we report on the promoting effect of Mn on Co in a quaternary mixed-oxide catalyst for CNT growth. The catalysts containing Co, Mn, Al, and Mg were synthesized by a well-controlled precipitation method using nitrate salts [26, 27] . The remarkable ability of this catalyst to generate well-dispersed Co nanoparticles during reduction, the exceptional high CNT yield and high selectivity towards homogeneous CNTs favor its application in largescale production [27] . The Co : Mn ratio was varied systematically, and the performance of the obtained mixed oxides and the influence of the calcination temperature of the catalyst precursor were studied in detail to elucidate the influence of Mn on the catalytic activity.
Nitrogen physisorption, temperature-programmed reduction (TPR), high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscope (SEM), Raman spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray adsorption spectroscopy (XAS), and thermogravimetry (TG) were employed to derive structure-activity correlations.
Experimental
The Co-Mn-Al-Mg mixed oxide catalysts were synthesized by the precipitation of their nitrates with sodium hydroxide. Either the Co content or the Mn content was varied, while keeping the molar ratio of the other three metals constant at x (Co or Mn) : 0.8 (Al) : 1.0 (Mg). The samples obtained were denoted as CoxMn3 or Co3Mnx (x = 0; 1; 2; 3) corresponding to the molar ratio of Co to Mn. The details of the synthesis are described below with Co3Mn3 as an example:
A volume of 50 ml of demineralized water (HPLC grade) was filled in a three-neck-flask. O (99.999 %) (Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved in 8.5 ml water (HPLC grade). The obtained red solution was pumped by a syringe pump with a flow rate of 1 ml min -1 into the threeneck-flask and precipitated by a 7.5 molar sodium hydroxide solution at room temperature. During precipitation the pH was kept at 10 by an autotitrator (Schott, alpha line).
The obtained brownish suspension was continuously stirred with a rotation speed of 180 rpm. After the nitrate solution had been added completely, the suspension was stirred additionally for 5 min, filtered and washed with demineralized water twice. The catalyst precursor was dried in air at 453 K for 12 h in a heating cabinet. After drying the catalyst was calcined in a flow of 100 ml min -1 synthetic air (20.5 vol. % O 2 in N 2 ) at 673 K for 4 h resulting in black powders. All flow rates refer to standard temperature and pressure of 273 K and 1013 mbar, respectively. The obtained samples were pressed and pelletized, and the sieve fraction of 250 to 355 µm was used for CNT growth. In order to investigate the influence of the calcination temperature, the Co3Mn3 precursor was calcined at 773 K, 873 K or 973 K in addition to the above-mentioned temperature of 673 K.
The CNTs were grown in a flow setup consisting of a three-zone electrical furnace and a horizontal quartz tube reactor with a length and an inner diameter of 1000 mm and 33 mm, respectively. The feed gases had purities of 99.9999 % (He), 99.9999 % (H 2 ) and 99.95 % (C 2 H 4 ). Typically, about 10 mg of catalyst were placed in a quartz boat inside the isothermal region of the quartz reactor. The catalyst was reduced in H 2 (50 vol . % H 2 in He, 100 ml min -1 total flow) applying a heating rate of 10 K min -1 from room temperature to 923 K. After that, the CNT synthesis was carried out in a feed gas mixture of 57 vol. % C 2 H 4 and 43 vol. % H 2 with total flow rate of 100 ml min -1 at 923 K for 120 min. After cooling down to room temperature in flowing He the sample was removed from the reactor and weighed. The weight-based CNT yield (Y CNT ) was calculated according to equation (1) , where m sample is the total mass of the sample after CNT growth, and m cat is the initial mass of the catalyst before reduction. The intrinsic yield (equation 2) is related to the absolute mass of cobalt (m Co ), which was calculated based on the Co content of the catalyst determined by elemental analysis and the total sample mass (m sample ).
For elemental analysis atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) was carried out with a SpectrAA 220 (Varian) spectrometer. The catalysts were dried overnight at 383 K to achieve complete removal of weakly bound water. The dried catalyst was dissolved in aqua regia for elemental analysis. To avoid reactions of the Mg and Al ions, the solutions were stabilized using a La-Cs buffer. For the analysis of Mn, Al, Mg and Na the corresponding hollow cathode lamps were used, and the analysis of Co was performed in the emission mode.
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The calcined catalysts were analyzed at room temperature by XRD using a PANalytical X´pert PD diffractometer equipped with a PW-30 11 / 10 detector, 1/4° divergent slits, a 0.2 mm high receiving slit, incident and diffracted beam 0.5° soller slits, a secondary graphite monochromator, and a rotating sample holder. CuK radiation was provided by a 45 kW Cu tube. The diffraction patterns were recorded with a 0.035° (2) step scan and 20 s scanning time in the range of 12°-70°. Powder diffraction files (PDF) from the International Centre of Diffraction Data (ICDD) were used for qualitative phase analysis.
TPR experiments were preformed in a flow set-up using 4.54 vol. % H 2 in Ar at a flow rate of 84.1 ml min -1 .
The reactor was heated from room temperature to 1023 K with a rate of 5 K min -1 and held for 120 min at the maximum temperature before cooling down. About 50 mg of the sample were applied for each measurement. The hydrogen content in the evolved gases was analyzed by a thermal conductivity detector (Hydros, Fisher-Rosemount). For optimum conditions of the experiment the criteria derived by Monti and Baiker [28] were applied. For the TG measurements the CNTs were pretreated with diluted nitric acid in order to remove the residual catalyst. About 50 mg of the CNT sample were suspended in 50 ml of nitric acid (1.0 mol l -1 Static N 2 physisorption measurements were carried out at 77 K using an Autosorb-1 MP Quantachrome system. Samples were treated at 573 K for 2 h before the measurements. The data were analyzed according to the BET equation assuming an area of 0.162 nm 2 per N 2 molecule. The pore size distribution was derived using the BJH method. A Dilor Labram 1 spectrometer was used to record Raman spectra. A He-Ne-laser (632.8 nm, Melles Griot, 17 mW) was used for excitation. The laser light was focused onto the sample using a 100x long distance objective lens (Olympus). The intensities were determined graphically using the fitting method developed by Sadezky et al. [29] using a commercial fitting software (Origin 6.1G, OriginLab cooperation). The homogeneity of the samples was checked with a Hitachi S-4800 scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM). The samples were loosely dispersed on conductive carbon tape to preserve the as-prepared morphology as much as possible. All images were acquired using an acceleration voltage of 1.5 kV for better resolution of surface features. About 330 carbon nanotubes were measured with the MediaCybernetics Image-Pro software. Statistics were calculated with the Origin 7.5 software. The microstructure of the reduced catalyst was investigated by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) using a Philips CM200 FEG TEM operated at 200 kV. After reduction, the sample was transferred into a glove box without any contact to air. The TEM specimen was prepared by dry deposition in the glove box. After grinding the sample, a small amount of powder was directly deposited on a copper grid covered with a thin holey carbon film. The grid was then mounted on an air-tight transfer holder and then inserted in the TEM within a few minutes. The microstructure of the produced carbon nanotubes was investigated with the same microscope. The CNT sample was dispersed in chloroform and deposited on a holey carbon film supported on a Cu grid.
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) experiments were performed at the ISISS beamline of the FHI located at the BESSY II synchrotron facility in Berlin. The highpressure setup consisted mainly of a reaction cell attached to a set of differentially pumped electrostatic lenses and a differential pumped analyzer (Phoibos 150, SPECS GmbH), which is described elsewhere [30] .
The samples were heated from the back to 453 K using an external IR-laser (cw, 808 nm) to compensate for charging. The temperature was controlled via a K-type thermocouple in direct contact with the sample surface.
Sample contamination was checked by survey spectra in the range of 1000 to 0 eV at the beginning of each experiment. The XAS spectra of the Mn LMM edges were recorded in the Total Electron Yield (TEY) mode enhanced by additional electrons created by ionization of the gas phase above the sample (Ar, H 2 and C 2 H 4 for the calcined, reduced and cooled sample, respectively).
Results and discussion

Elemental analysis, N 2 physisorption and Xray diffraction
The Co : Mn ratio was systematically varied in order to study the impact of Mn on the structure of the mixed oxide catalysts and their catalytic activities. The mass fractions of Co, Mn, Al and Mg were determined by AAS after calcination in synthetic air at 673 K. The results are summarized in Table 1 . Only traces (<0.03 wt-%) of sodium were detected originating from the precipitation agent NaOH. The complete removal of remaining nitrates after calcination was confirmed by TG studies (not shown), in which no release of nitrogen oxides was observed by mass spectrometry.
The BET surface areas were determined by N 2 physisorption. The specific surface areas of the catalyst samples calcined at 673 K were found to be in the range from 88 to 133 m 2 g -1 . The two ternary samples Co3Mn0 and Co0Mn3 exhibit smaller surface areas than the quaternary samples. Especially, the Mn-free sample showed a significantly smaller BET surface indicating that Mn is an effective [31] . The hysteresis between the adsorption and desorption isotherms was clearly visible for all catalysts indicating the presence of mesopores with a narrow pore size distribution in the range between 4 to 8 nm (not shown). XRD was used to study the bulk crystalline phases in the oxides. The XRD patterns of the catalyst samples ( Fig.  1) reveal the presence of spinel-type structures as expected based on the chosen synthetic route [18] . cations. The structure can be derived from the pure MgAl 2 O 4 spinel or the corresponding non-stoichiometric spinel solid solutions [32] . Samples Co3Mn0 and Co3Mn1 consist mainly of cubic spinel. As indicated by the narrow lines, the sample Co3Mn0 had the highest degree of crystallinity, which is in agreement with its low BET surface area. In the diffraction patterns of samples Co3Mn2, Co3Mn3, Co2Mn3, and Co1Mn3 additional reflections of tetragonal spinel emerge. It is known that this structural change occurs when a higher amount of Mn is incorporated into the oxide structure [33] . In addition, a CoMnO 3 phase of the rhombohedral ilmenitetype can be identified [34] . This rhombohedral phase is known to coexist with cubic and tetragonal Co-Mn oxides and may originate from the formation of Mn 4+ cations during calcination [21, 25] . The Co-free Co0Mn3 catalyst probably consists of a tetragonal MnMn 2 O 4 spinel with additional Mg 2+ and Al 3+ ions in the lattice.
Although the elemental compositions of all samples do not match fixed stoichiometries (Table 1) , the identification of distinct phases is possible. The predominant phases of all samples can be described as oxides that consist of either a cubic solid solution, or a mixture of cubic and tetragonal solid solutions [35] . [36] . The reflections that correspond to the tetragonal phase are shifted to smaller 2 angles with increasing Mn content. For instance, the (111) and (220) reflections at 2 = 18.9 and 44.6° in the diffraction pattern of Co3Mn0 in Fig. 1 are shifted in the pattern of Co3Mn3 to 18.2 and 43.9°, respectively, caused by the enlargement of the unit cell of the tetragonal solid solution. The line broadening obtained in all patterns is due to the small size of the crystalline bulk domains.
Temperature-programmed reduction
TPR experiments in diluted H 2 were carried out in order to examine the reduction characteristics of the multicomponent oxide samples. The resulting TPR profiles are shown in Fig. 2 . The reduction of Mg or Al oxides under the applied reduction conditions is highly unlikely, but the presence of these oxides has a strong impact on the reducibility of the Co cations and, correspondingly, on the TPR profiles. Compared to pure Co 3 O 4 , the reduction of Co ions in solid solutions with MgO is more difficult, as the Co and Mg ions can share oxygen anions in the lattice. Consequently, the strength of the metal-oxygen bond increases and the reduction peaks are shifted to higher temperatures [37] . A similar effect as described for MgO can be assumed for Al 3+ ion in Co-Al solid solutions. Arnoldy and Moulijn [38] suggested the concept of polarization of the Co-O bonds by Al 3+ ions in the spinel structure: the Al 3+ ions can shift the covalent character of the Co-O bond to a more ionic one, resulting also in an increase of the reduction temperature of the Co ions. It is reasonable to assume that in all the samples the H 2 uptake originates from the reduction of Co and/or Mn oxides. Furthermore, it is known from TPR investigations on Mn oxides in literature that the reduction is limited to the formation of Mn 2+ cations under the applied experimental conditions [20] . The formation of metallic Mn 0 can be excluded below 1473 K when using H 2 as reducing agent [22, 39] . The reduction of the Co-free sample Co0Mn3 results in two peaks with T max = 525 K and 735 K (Fig. 2) . Integrating both peak areas disclosed that the molar H 2 consumption corresponds to half of the molar amount of Mn [42, 43] . In addition, the presence of MnO 2 can be excluded based on the observed shape of the TPR profile [43] . The first main peak of the Mn-free sample Co3Mn0 contains one shoulder at 490 K and a maximum at 610 K. The maximum or shoulder at around 625-725 K is shifted to lower temperature with increasing Co concentrations. This overall shift of the whole peak to lower temperatures with increasing Co concentration can be attributed to the presence of Co oxides that promote the reduction of Mn oxides as described for Co-Mn spinel mixed oxides [39] . Because this peak maximum emerges in all TPR profiles, it can be related likewise to the second reduction step of Mn spinel or Co spinel to MnO or CoO, respectively. Nevertheless, the individual maxima or shoulders in the low temperature peak can hardly be distin guished. Therefore, a clear assignment to the reduction of a specific oxide is not possible. In contrast to the low-temperature reduction process, the broad peak from 725-1025 K exclusively originates from the reduction of Co oxide as indicated by the comparison with the Co0Mn3 sample. The peaks in this region are shifted to higher temperatures with increasing Mn content, which can be attributed to the retarding effect of Mn on the reduction kinetics of Co oxide [22] . The clear peak assignment of the TPR profile allows a quantitative analysis of the peaks. It is found that the molar H 2 consumption in the high-temperature region is linearly correlated with the molar amount of Co (Fig. 3) . The slope of the linear regression curve was found to be 0.97, and the correlation coefficient amounted to R 2 = 0.9995. It is reported that cobalt cations incorporated in oxide structures can be reduced by H 2 to the metallic state [20, 39] . For the reduction of Co 2+ to Co 0 the stoichiometry between Co and H 2 is 1 : 1, which corresponds exactly to the observed ratio in the TPR studies. Hence, the broad reduction peaks at high temperature can be undoubtedly attributed to the reduction of Co 2+ ions to metallic Co, which is the only component in the quaternary Co-Mn-Al-Mg system that is reduced to the metallic state under the applied conditions.
CNT synthesis
For the growth of CNTs, the catalysts were first heated from room temperature to 923 K in a mixture of H 2 and He as reductive pretreatment. H 2 was also a feed gas component during the growth at 923 K to maintain the activity of the Co catalysts. The yields of all samples are shown in Fig. 4 (A) . For sample Co3Mn0 only a very low CNT yield of 2.1 g CNT /g cat was obtained. The yield was significantly increased by a factor of 50 when using the Co3Mn1 catalyst. The catalytic activity was further enhanced for Co3Mn2. An extraordinarily high yield of 179.9 g CNT /g cat was obtained with the Co3Mn3 sample, which is 84 times higher than the yield of the Mn-free Co3Mn0 catalyst. A further increase of the Mn concentration led to a decrease of the yield. The Co0Mn3 sample without Co was completely inactive, indicating that Co is the active species for the CNT synthesis. The intrinsic yield normalized to the Co mass of the applied sample is shown in Fig. 4 (B) . Here, also the Co3Mn3 sample was found to be the most active catalyst. However, the intrinsic yield revealed that the Mnrich samples Co2Mn3 and Co1Mn3 have similar activities compared to sample Co3Mn3 .
Electron microscopy
TEM was applied to investigate the morphology of the CNTs synthesized by CCVD over the catalysts Co3Mn1, Co3Mn3 and Co1Mn3. It was found that the samples consisted exclusively of agglomerates of multiwalled CNTs, and other types of carbon were not observed (Fig. 5) . Due to the exceptionally high yield, the catalysts are highly dispersed in the CNT products. Therefore, the residual catalysts cannot be found in the CNT agglomerates. It can be seen from the TEM images that the CNTs are characterized by parallel walls in general. Cup-like structures, i.e. inner walls, can also be observed inside the CNTs that divide the inner void into closed volumes. Additionally, asymmetric CNTs with different numbers of walls were observed, indicating rather defective structures. The asymmetry in the number of walls may be caused by fragments of the Mn-Mg-Al oxide matrix attached to the surface of the active Co 0 nanoparticles found by TEM [27] .
The homogeneity of the CNTs grown from different catalysts was investigated by measuring the diameter of at least 330 CNTs using SEM. The obtained diameter distributions are shown in Fig. 6 . It was found by TEM that the number of walls varied with the catalyst compositions. The mean outer diameter as well as the standard deviation increased with the Co concentration in the catalysts. A rather narrow distribution of the outer diameter was observed for the Co1Mn3 catalyst. About 95 % of the CNTs were in the range between 4 and 15 nm with a maximum from 8 to 9 nm. Only very few tubes were found with diameters greater than 15 nm. The mean diameter of the CNTs produced from Co3Mn3 catalyst was shifted to 10 to 11 nm. The distribution was broader than that of Co1Mn3, and the fraction of CNTs with diameters smaller then 16 nm was remarkably decreased to 80 %. The CNTs grown from the Co3Mn1 catalyst exhibited an even broader distribution and a higher standard deviation, where only 71 % of all CNTs were within the range of 4 to 15 nm. It is generally accepted that the CNT diameter depends on the catalyst particle size, especially in the case of the tip growth [44, 45] . Therefore, the evolution of the mean CNT diameter can be used to evaluate the influence of the Mn content on the size of the Co nanoparticles in the active state. The high amount of Mn in the Co1Mn3 catalysts favored the nucleation of smaller Co particles with a very narrow size distribution, whereas the low Mn content in the Co3Mn1 system leads to larger Co particles with a broader size distribution.
Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is known to be sensitive to the structure of carbon materials [46, 47] . Fig. 7 displays the first-order Raman spectra of the obtained CNT samples. For comparison, the intensity of the spectra was normalized to the most intense band at 1324 Therefore, these two samples were excluded from Raman and TG-MS studies. All spectra exhibit two intense bands at 1324 cm -1 and 1590 cm -1 . The G-band at 1590 cm -1 is characteristic for graphitic layers and corresponds to tangential E 2g in-plane vibrations [48, 49] . Due to the presence of lattice defects and the loss of the long range in-plane symmetry, microcrystalline graphite shows intensive bands around 1350 and 1620 cm −1 , i.e., the D-and D'-bands respectively. As it can be seen from Fig. 7 the G-band and the D´-band are broad and completely overlapping each other. For this reason, it was necessary to apply a spectral analysis to all the spectra. The intensities of the three bands were determined graphically using the spectral fitting method developed by Sadezky et al. [29] . This method allows a clear discrimination between the G-band and the D´-band.
The ratio of the D-and G-bands (I D /I G ) is considered as an indicator to the structural order of CNTs [47, 50] . It can be seen from Fig. 7 that in all the samples the D-bands are rather intense compared to the G-bands. Quantitative analysis found that the I D /I G ratios of the CNT samples vary in a narrow range from 2.08 to 2.40 (Table 2) indicating that the surface structures of these samples are very similar. Detailed examination disclosed that the I D /I G ratio increased with increasing Mn content in the used catalyst, and in the TEM investigation that the CNT diameter decreases with increasing Mn content in the catalysts. Therefore, it can be concluded that the slight variation of the I D /I G ratio is correlated with the CNT diameters, that is, smaller CNTs are somewhat more defective on the surface obviously due to the increase of curvature.
TG-MS studies
As disclosed by the TEM studies, the different catalysts resulted in CNTs with different dimensions, which should have different bulk and surface properties. TG-MS is known to be a sensitive technique for the characterization of the structure and the purity of CNTs [51] .
Hence, thermogravimetry coupled with online mass spectrometry (TG-MS) was employed to study the thermal stability towards oxidative conditions of the CNTs grown from different catalysts. The residual catalyst particles in the CNTs can strongly influence the oxidation kinetics [52] . For this reason, the CNTs were investigated by TG-MS as-prepared and after washing them thoroughly in HNO 3 in order to remove the catalyst particles.
The CNTs were almost completely converted to CO 2 in synthetic air as monitored by online MS. The onset temperature of the combustion of the as-prepared CNTs increased with increasing Mn and decreasing Co content in the applied catalysts (Fig. 8) . The lowest oxidation stability was found for the CNTs obtained from sample Co3Mn1. The Mn-rich sample Co1Mn3 exhibited the highest oxidation resistance. The temperatures of 50 % sample burn-off ranged from 769 K to 822 K and follow the same trend like the onset temperatures (Fig. 8) , that is, all profiles of the mass loss curves exhibit a similar shape, and the differential TG (DTG) curves of all CNT samples have only one maximum (not shown). The full widths at half maximum of all DTG curves were about 80 K. It is highly likely that the oxidation of CNTs from different catalysts follows the same reaction kinetics, as indicated by the similar shapes of the TG weight loss curves, which are just slightly shifted with respect to temperature. The single maximum found in the DTG profile also confirms that the carbon material consists exclusively of pure multiwalled CNTs. In addition, it was found that the residual cobalt or cobalt oxides decreased the oxidation resistance of CNTs in agreement with literature results [52] . After washing all samples with nitric acid the oxidation resistance of the CNTs was significantly increased by 74 -107 K. The washing step cannot remove all the residual catalyst particles, especially not those encapsulated in CNTs. However, the rest of the residual catalyst particles should have no effect on the initial burn-off temperatures, because the particles, which were not removed during the washing step, remain initially encapsulated within the tubes and should not be active until reaching a high degree of combustion [53] . It can be seen from the TG weight loss curves in Fig. 8 that all washed samples were stable in air up to 800 K, and the difference of the burn-off temperatures is in the narrow range of 20 K, which points to a rather similar reactivity of the CNTs after washing.
The oxidation stability is assumed to be related to the degree of crystallinity of the CNTs [54] , and it is also attributed to the presence of defects at the ends of the nanotubes [53, 55] . Generally, higher oxidation stability suggest higher structural order and a lower number of defects, such as edges, vacancies, kinks and steps. The CNTs originating from the Mn-rich sample Co1Mn3 exhibit the highest oxidation stability and should therefore have the lowest defect concentration of all CNT samples. The oxidative stability of the CNTs depends directly on the edges of the graphite planes that are exposed to the gas phase, since TEM reveal the ends of the tubes to be open. These edge defects can be considered as highly reactive ring-shaped areas that will be oxidized at much lower temperatures than the surface of the basal planes. As the investigations by TEM revealed that the CNTs originating from sample Co3Mn1 have the broadest diameter distribution, the total area of these edge defects should be significantly increased. Consequently, the CNTs originating from sample Co3Mn1 exhibit the lowest stability towards oxidative conditions.
NEXAFS at the Mn L-edge
The near-edge X-ray analysis of fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) of the sharp L-edge is a sensitive probe for the surface-near region and can resolve different oxidation states of mixed valent ions [56, 57] . The state of the Mn ions during reduction and after growth reaction were investigated in order to provide information on the chemical state and the electronic structure of the Mn. Fig. 9 shows the NEXAFS of the Co3Mn3 sample after calcination, reduction at 473 K, 673 K and 873 K as well as the cooled sample after carbon deposition. The spectra of the Mn L-edge vary in shape and position with temperature indicating that the calcined sample underwent severe structural changes during the reduction in H 2 .
Starting from higher oxidation states the spectra obtained for the samples after reduction at 873 K and after reaction showed a sharp peak at 640 eV with some satellites that can be attributed to the Mn 2+ state [58] . Both spectra exposed very similar features compared to spectra of MnO reported in literature [59, 60] as well as to homovalent standards like MnSO 4 and MnCl 2 [61, 62] demonstrating that the Mn ions in the surface near region are predominantly present as Mn 2+ . The observation that the spectrum does not undergo further changes between reduction and cooling indicates that Mn is present as MnO in the working catalyst. This homovalent species is assumed to improve the catalytic performance of the Co nanoparticles by strong metal-oxide interactions.
Variation of the calcination temperature
The properties of the active Co nanoparticles and the quality of the obtained CNTs are strongly related to the degree of crystallinity of the initial oxide precursor, as recently reported for perovskite bulk catalysts [63] . In order to investigate the effect of the catalyst crystallinity, the calcination temperature of the most active Co3Mn3 sample was increased in steps of 100 K. The position of the diffraction peaks of the rhombohedral phase did not shift with increasing calcination temperature and the intensity of the tetragonal phase decreased with higher temperatures (Fig.  10) . Concerning cobalt manganese spinel-type oxides Vila et al. [33] described the reaction of the tetragonal and the cubic phases between 773 K and 973 K to form a new cubic phase, which was not present in the samples calcined at 673 K. When this high temperature phase is cooled to room temperature, it decomposes again into the tetragonal and the new cubic phase, in which the manganese content of the cubic phase is increased [33] . A similar redistribution of the cations occurs in the samples calcined between 773 and 973 K. This increase of the Mn 3+ content at the Jahn-Tellerdistorted octahedral B sites results in a larger unit cell parameter although the lattices remains cubic, which is indicated by the slight shift of the line positions to smaller 2 angles observed by XRD. Additionally, the reflections of the spinel phase became narrower with increasing temperature, which can be attributed to the formation of larger crystallites. The XRD pattern of the sample calcined at 973 K showed exclusively the cubic spinel phase with very narrow reflection lines. This is also in agreement with the observations for Co 1.2 Mn 1.8 O 4 from Vila et al. [33] , who reported that the tetragonal spinel phase disappears at temperatures above 993 K. Since this sample had a very low CNT yield, the low activity can be assigned to the lack of the tetragonal structure after the high temperature calcination. The TPR patterns of the Co3Mn3 samples calcined at 773 K and 873 K are shown in Fig 11, and the sample calcined at 673 K is included for comparison. The profiles of the samples calcined at 773 K and 873 K have a very simi cined at 673 K, all peaks are shifted to higher reduction temperatures pointing to the formation of larger crystallites during the calcination at higher temperatures, which is in agreement with the XRD results. In addition, the intensity of the shoulder at 485-560 K decreased in both patterns. The variation of the calcination temperature had a very strong impact on the CNT yield. The increase from 673 to 773 K led to an increase of the CNT yield from 179.9 to 212.7 g CNT /g cat , and further to 248.6 g CNT /g cat for the catalyst calcined at 873 K ( Table 3 ). The yield was drastically decreased to 29.8 g/g cat , when the dried catalyst precursor was calcined at 973 K. The obtained CNTs from both catalysts calcined at 773 K and 873 K exhibited lower surface areas than that of the sample calcined 673 K (Table  3) , which is in agreement with the broader size distributions found by TEM. The histogram in Fig. 12 shows the CNT outer diameter distribution originating from the Co3Mn3 sample calcined at 873 K. The distribution ranges mainly from 5 to 26 nm having a maximum between 12-13 nm. Only very few tubes with diameter above 26 nm were observed. Obviously, the diameter distribution is much broader as compared to the sample calcined at 673 K. The CNT diameter as well as the CNT length and number can contribute to the higher yield obtained with the catalyst calcined at 873 K. It is remarkable that no correlation was found between the catalytic activity and the size of the Co nanoparticles that influence the CNT diameters. This observation suggests that the presence of MnO may retard the deactivation of the Co 0 nanoparticles due to coking. Further time-resolved studies on the CNT growth kinetics over the catalysts presented here are in progress to elucidate the growth and deactivation mechanisms in detail.
Conclusions
Quaternary Co-Mn-Al-Mg oxide catalysts were synthesized by the precipitation of nitrate salts with NaOH and subsequent calcination. The Co : Mn ratio was varied to investigate the strong promoting effect of Mn. The obtained mixed oxides were found to have mainly spinel-type structures after calcination. During reduction in H 2 the spinel structure collapsed and formed a Co-Mn-Al-Mg oxide matrix, from which the metallic Co nanoparticles segregated at temperatures above 700 K. An increase of the Mn content in the mixed oxides changed the redox properties of Co and led to an increased reduction temperature. It was found that the activity for CNT growth strongly depends on the Mn content of the catalysts having a maximum CNT yield at a Co : Mn ratio of 1:1. A higher Mn content results in a narrower CNT diameter size distribution.
The extent of Mn addition to the Co catalyst did not affect the remarkably high selectivity of the catalyst towards multiwalled CNTs and the homogeneity in diameter and structure of the resulting CNTs, which had rather similar properties in the Raman and TG investigations. The CNT yield was further increased by increasing the calcination temperature of the dried catalyst precursor resulting in a higher degree of crystallinity of the spinel oxide. 
